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Answer all the questions. 
Choose the appropriate synonym fo the italicised words. 
With challenges access, acceptance and inclusion. 
a) subtraction b) removal c) incorporation d) exclusion 
Trying to revive childhood memories 
a) recover b) bore c) damage d) destroy 

First Revision Examination - 2024 
ENGLISH 

I sat in silent dejection. 

He was delirious, a) rational b) mad c) normal d) sad 
Choose the appropriate antonyms for the italicised words. 

a) cheer b) depression c) sad d) sorrow 
Through the windowit had been greated, 
a) built b) remoulded c) remodeled d) destroy 
It is essential that much time is spent on it. 
a) needness b) main c) necessary d) unimportant 
Choose the correct plural form of 'man sevant' from the following. 
a) man servants b) men servant c) men servants d) man servant 

Choose the correct abbreviation for 'RAM. 

PART -I 

Form a derivative by adding the right sufix to 'national'. The Japanese work with a national. 
a) able b) iy c) ism d) dom 

The students were asked to workout the problem. 
a) interrupt b) tolerate c) wait d) solve 
Choose the suitable option to pair it with the word "over" to form a compound word. 
a) coat b) wide c) room d) paper 

Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate preposition given below : 

a) Real and Memories b) Random Access Memory c) Read and Make d) Read and Memory 
Complete the following sentence with the most appropriate phrasal verb given below: 

We discussed this point.....nany months. a) above b) over c) at d) for 

..in a middle class family. 
a) has born b) will be born c) is born d) born 

Wait.........! retun. 
Choose the most appropriate linker from the given four alternatives. 

) but b) Though c) since d) tll 

Complete the following sentence using the most appropriate tense form of the verb given below. 
Ragav. 

Vhy did the seagull fail to fly? 
/hat did Aditya offer Sanyal? 

nswer any three of the following questions in a sentence or two. 
PART - I SECTION -I 

oW many years had M. Hamel been in the village? 
hom did Watson see when he entered the room? 

Register No. 

SECTION -I| 

y heart will keep the courage of the quest 
ead the following sets of poetic lines and answer any three of the following 

nd hope the road's last turn will be the best 
What kind of quest does the poet seek here? 
What is the poet's hope? 

H 

1023 

10 English -1 

Marks: 100 

14 x1 = 14 

3 x2= 6 

3 x2= 6 
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20. There's a famity nobody likes to meet, 
They live, it is said, on complaining street. 
a) Where does the family live? 
b) Why do you think the street is named as "complaining street"? 

21. But we ants never borrow, 
We ants never lend 
a) Why do you think ants neither borrow nor lend? 
b) Who says these lines to whom? 

22. They, too, aware of sun and air and water, 
Are fed by peaceful harvests, by war's long 
winter starv'd 
a) What is common for all of us? 
b) How are we fed? 

Answer any three of the following 
23. Rewrite the following sentence to the other voice: 

Rosy will sofve the problem. 
24. Rewrite using indirect speech. 

Somu said, "It's his favourite pet. 
25. Punctuate the following sentence. 

O my young gentieman said ariel 

a) 

26. Transform the following sentence into a simple sentence. 
I saw a tiger. It was wounded. 

27. Rearrange the words in thecorrect order to make meaningrful sentences". 
loan/apply/you/iforlyou/a/getwillimmediately/it/. 

b) himself / preferred / he /mail / by / handling 

Answer the following question. 

Store 

SECTION - |I 

28. A Group of ladies ask to direct them to the temple. Give proper directions. 

Temple 

Bank 

Dept. 
Store 

Main Road 

Bus Stop 

SECTION -IV 

PART -II SECTION -I 

Answer any two of the following in atmost 10 lines. 

29. Elucidate the last day of Mr. Hamel at the school. 

30. How do we use technology in our day-to-day life? 
31. Narrate the extensive search operation done at the narrator's house. 

32. Man does change with time 'Explain this with the changes that happened in Aditya's life. 

34. What is the mystery about the house? 

SECTION -I| 

Answer any two of the following in utmost 10 lines. 

33. Write an appreciation of the poem "secret of machines". 

You are here 

35. Read the following stanza and answer the questions given below. 

"We can pull and haul and push and life and drive 

We can print and plough and weave and heat and Iight 

3 x 2 = 6 

1x2 = 2 

2 x 5= 10 

2x5=10 
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We can run and race and swim and fly and drive 
We can see and hear and count and read and write. 
i) What is the figure of speech in the first line? 
ii) What are the rhyming words? 
ii) Pick out the words that aliterate. 
iv) What is the rhyme scheme used. 

36. Paraphrase the following stanza. 
"They growl at the rain and they growl at the sum 
In fact, their growling is ever done 
And if everything pleased them there isn't a doubt 
Theyd growi that they'd nothing to grumble about'. 

Answer any one of the following 
37. Rearrange the follownig sentences in coherent order. 

i) Prospero wanted to test him. 
i) Prospero forgives everyone. 
i) Antonlo apologies for his mistakes. 
iv) Miranda fell in love with Ferdinand. 
v) Ariel created a ship wreck. 

38. Read the following passage. and answer the questions that follow : 

i) What did the box contain? 

Tom's uncle wrote a letter writing about the contents of the box. The box contained large numberof 
very fine rubies and diamonds. It had hundreds of pearts. Thinking of Susan, and a necklace of blue pearls 
he wanted to continue his expectations. The letter instructed tom the mechanism of opening the box. It 
had 9% ounces of dynamite, if he doubted and opened it will explode. 

SECTION - I|| 

i) Whom did he think of when he read the letter? 
ii) What was instructed in the letter? 
iv) What will happen if he openied it doubtfully? 
v) What is also there in the bOx? 

Answer any four of the following 
SECTION -IV 

view the manufacturing of rayon. 

39. Mobile Galaxy - smart phones -Accessories - SIM cards - Recharge Free power banks on Mobile pur 
chase - No.1 Toll gate, Trichy. 

1x55 

40. Write a letter to the Manager of a factory thanking him for allowing your school students tor a fleld trip to 

next month, write a notice to the students inviting them to participate. 
41. You are the school pupil leader of GHSS. Your school is participating in a inter school dance competition 

4x5 20 

42. Look at the following picture and express your views on it In about flve sentences. 

43. Make notes or write a summary of the following passage. 

10 Enalish -3 

Environmenal polution is of different kinds. Air polution is caused by automobile and industrial smoke. 
It causes respiratory problems. Noise pollution is the result of heavy traffic, aeroplanes. Noise polluton 
results in high blood pressure and hearing inability. Land and water pollutlon is caused by rubbiah, sewage 
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and chemicals. The rivers and seas are polut�d and the polluted water causes water borne dlseasos. 44. ldentity and correct the errors in the following sentences. 
a) Please assist to him in this matter. 
b) He has grey hairs. 
c) Time and tide waits for no man. 
d) He told to me a story. 
e)I go by foot. 

45. Quote from memory 
"She'll not spare..... keep her near". 

(OR) 

46. Write a paragraph of about 150 words by developing the following hints. 
a) Peter lived in Holland - meet blind friend -way back -tickling water- thrust his finger - resused next day 

- hero of Holland. 

Questions: 
1) Define trust. 

b) Schoiol -temple of learning - respect for school- teachers -obey rules -good school- teaches not only 
lessons - habits - discipline - punctuality - cooperation, obedience - regard for teachers - turn out good citizens - school life - unforgetable - students - should be cheerful, happy, disciplined. 47. Read the following paragraph and answer the questions given below. 

Trust is one of the most important things anyone can have in a relationship because trust is what 
makes the foundation of relationship. Without trust there is no relationship at all because everything you do or make of the relationship will be based on truth. Trust is a very rare thing to find and if you are able to give it in return, your life is so much better and most fulfilling for everyone involved. 

2) Why is there no relationshiop without trust? 

4) Is trust very important? 
3) What will happen if you return truth to others? 

(OR) 

I took a piece of plastic clay 
Read the following poem and answer the questions given below. 

And idly fashioned it one day 
And as my fingers poressed it still 
It moved and yielded to my will 

SECTION-V 

I came again when days were passed 
That bit of clay was hard at last, 

PART - IV 

The form I gave it still it bore 
And I could change that form no more. 
Questions: 
1) What did the poet take? 

2) What happened when the poet pressed it? 

4) Can the poet change the form of the clay? 

1x5 5 

3) How was the clay when he came after few days? 

1 x88 

10 English -4 

4x 2=8 
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